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ABSTRACT 

The recent sky-rocketing performance of perovskite solar cells has triggered a strong interest in 

further upgrading the fabrication techniques to meet the scalability requirements of the 

photovoltaic industry. The integration of vapor-deposition into the solution process in a 

sequential fashion can boost the uniformity and reproducibility of the perovskite solar cells. 

Besides, mixed-halide perovskites have exhibited outstanding crystallinity as well as higher 

stability compared with iodide-only perovskite. An extensive study was carried out to identify a 

reproducible process leading to highly crystalline perovskite films that when integrated into solar 

cells exhibited high power conversion efficiency (max. 19.8%). This was achieved by optimizing 

the deposition rate of the PbI2 layer as well as by inserting small amounts of methylammonium 

(MA) bromide and chloride salts to the primary MAI salt in the solution-based conversion step. 
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The optimum MABr/MAI molar ratio leading to the most efficient and stable solar cells was 

found to be 0.4. Stabilities were in excess of 90 hours for p-i-n type solar cells. This reproducible 

approach towards the fabrication of triple halide perovskites using a hybrid vapor-solution 

method is a promising method towards scalable production techniques. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The unprecedented evolution of halide perovskites optoelectronics, achieving photovoltaic 

efficiencies beyond 25.2% in less than 11 years, stems from their high absorption coefficients, 

long charge carrier diffusion lengths and adjustable bandgaps1,2,3,4,5,6. In contrast with 

conventional methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3 or MAPI), partial replacement of 

methylammonium (MA) with formamidinium (FA) and Cesium (Cs), has exhibited enhanced 

thermal, moisture and mechanical stability of the perovskite layer7,8,9,10. Also, including 

fractional bromide (Br-) instead of iodide (I-), has proven to boost the crystal formation and the 

phase stability of the perovskite9,11. A myriad of fabrication techniques for making potentially 

low cost yet high-quality perovskites have been developed which mainly include solution-based 

and/or evaporation techniques. The solution process is popular due to the ease of stoichiometric 

control and its low-cost nature. Thus, most of the reported record efficiencies have been achieved 

using wet chemical processes. In this category, in single-step perovskite fabrication method, 

where all the precursors are in the same solution, the crystallization of the perovskite film is 

controlled using anti-solvent engineering or other post-treatments like heat or vacuum 

quenching12 . However, for large area production an alternative coating method referred to as the 
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sequential deposition method, in which each step involves the use of a solution with only one 

type of the perovskite precursor salts, has been shown to result in more uniform pin-hole free 

perovskite layers13,14,15 . Despite the simplicity of the solution process, it often lacks 

reproducibility and it is not trivial to apply on large-area solar cells16 . On the other hand, 

techniques such as co-evaporation render high uniformity and thickness control of the perovskite 

layer with nominal efficiencies above 20%17,18 . The all evaporated sequential method also 

proved as a promising method in achieving highly crystalline perovskite films with 17.6% 

efficiency19 . In principle, evaporation-based methods are appealing since industrial scale devices 

can be realized due to their high reproducibility and uniformity. However, it is not 

straightforward to construct multi-halide or multi-cation perovskites with stoichiometric 

precision. As a result, combining evaporation and solution-based processing in a sequential 

fashion referred to, from now on, as hybrid vapor-solution technique is a promising alternative 

taking advantage of the particular benefits of both vapor phase deposition and solution 

processing such as uniformity, processing time, and low capital investment20 . In the hybrid 

vapor-solution method, first, a layer of lead halide (PbX2 with X = I, Cl) is vacuum deposited 

and then the organic component is introduced by exposing the film to an alcohol solution 

containing MA- or FA-halide, either by spin-coating or via immersion14,20,21,22,23 . Vapor 

deposition of the inorganic PbX2 leads to a uniform layer on the substrate. In addition, since the 

formation of the perovskite is accompanied by volume expansion of the initial PbX2 layer, the 

final structure is a continuous pin-hole-free perovskite film. This makes the method particularly 

interesting for roll-to-roll production procedures such as slot-die and spray coating24,25 . 

Recently, Rafizadeh et. al. used a hybrid vapor-solution method to fabricate planar MAPI-based 

devices with 18.9% efficiency in the n-i-p structure26 . In that work, TiO2 was used as the 
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electron transport layer for the evaporated PbI2 layer. On that surface, a porous PbI2 was formed 

which facilitates its transformation into perovskite during the second (solution-based) step. 

However, using TiO2 in direct contact with perovskite often results in hysteresis26,27,28,29 . 

Applying organic inter/sublayers has widely been shown to mitigate the hysteresis17,30,31,32 . 

Hence, it is of interest to perform sequential deposition on organic charge transport layers. On 

these less polar surfaces, however, the vapor phase deposited PbI2 film is a dense (non-porous) 

film which is harder to convert into a perovskite film, in particular for thick films, as was also 

described previously21 .  

Here we show that by employing diffusive ions such as Br- or Cl- in the solution step, the 

conversion of the PbI2 layer into perovskite is greatly facilitated. This method leads to 

reproducible perovskite films and allows for the preparation of a wide range of mixed halide 

compositions. The latter is of interest as these mixed halide perovskites possess larger charge 

carrier mobilities and longer diffusion lengths which can suppress the hysteresis6 . Moreover, it 

was shown by Sun et. al. that the addition of Br- and Cl- enhances the crystallinity and 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of the perovskite film33 .  

Hence, we analyze the main crystallization and perovskite formation processes in each step of 

the sequential hybrid vapor-solution fabrication method. In the first step, the inclusion of Br-, Cl- 

and their combination in the MA-halide solution, was thoroughly investigated both on the film 

properties and when integrated into solar cells. Using the optimum conversion mixture, we then 

studied the effect of the PbI2 deposition rate on the inorganic layer roughness, on the 

crystallization of the perovskite layer, and on the device performance. This allowed us to 

optimize the solar cells further, reaching power conversion efficiencies as high as 19.8% with 

open circuit voltages (VOC) above 1.1 V and fill factors above 82% with no hysteresis. Such 
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performance enhancement was shown to stem from the improved crystallinity of mixed halide 

perovskites and reduced nonradiative recombination within the structure of the perovskite solar 

cell. While Cl- was effective to transform the initial PbI2 layer into perovskite, the addition of Br- 

was found to be essential for sustaining the operational stability. 

2. Experimental Section 

Pre-patterned ITO coated glass substrates were purchased from Naranjo substrates. 

Molybdenum oxide (MoO3), bathocuproine (BCP) and Methylammonium chloride (MACl) were 

obtained from Lumtec, N4,N4,N4′′,N4′′-tetra([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)-[1,1′:4′,1′′-terphenyl]-4,4′′-

diamine (TaTm) was provided by Novaled GmbH. Fullerene (C60) and anhydrous isopropanol 

(IPA) were obtained from Sigma‐Aldrich. Methylammonium iodide (MAI) and 

Methylammonium bromide (MABr) were bought from GreatCell Solar. PbI2 was purchased from 

Tokyo Chemical Industries (TCI). 

The ITO-coated substrates were sonicated for 10 minutes successively in soap, deionized 

water, and isopropanol, followed by UV-ozone treatment for 15 minutes. Then, the samples were 

transferred into a vacuum chamber integrated into a N2-glovebox. A 6 nm-thick MoOx was 

thermally evaporated at a base pressure of 2 × 10−7 Torr onto the substrates followed by an 

annealing step at 100 °C for 10 minutes. Later, 10-nm thick TaTm was thermally deposited under 

a vacuum of 5 × 10−6 Torr, followed by 250 nm-thick PbI2 at rates of 2, 2.5 and 3.5 Å/s for the 

rate study and 2.5 Å/s for the rest of the paper. The deposition rate was monitored using quartz 

crystal microbalance (QCM). Later, the MA-halide solution was spin-cast at 2100 rpm for 30 

seconds on top of ITO/MoOx/TaTm/PbI2‐coated substrates, which was followed by an annealing 

step at 100 °C for 45 minutes to form the perovskite layer. The substrates were washed twice by 

IPA and dried on a hot plate at 100 °C. Unless otherwise stated, the MA-halide solution 
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consisted of MAI (35mg), MABr (10 mg) and MACl (5 mg) per 1 ml of anhydrous IPA. The 

perovskite coated substrates were transferred into a vacuum chamber to deposit C60 and BCP (25 

and 7nm, respectively) as electron transport layers at a base pressure of 5×10−6Torr. Finally, a 

100 nm-thick Ag was deposited by thermal evaporation at a pressure of 2 × 10−7 Torr to form the 

electrode. 

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using a white halogen lamp combined 

with band‐pass filters. The solar spectrum was corrected according to a silicon reference cell, 

previously calibrated (MiniSun simulator by ECN, Holland). The J–V characteristics were 

measured using a solar simulator by Abet Technologies, model 10500, with an AM1.5G xenon 

lamp as the light source and Keithley 2400 as the electronic sweeping unit. A shadow mask with 

an aperture of 0.06 cm2 was used to define the active area of the cells. The X-Ray diffractometry 

for Figures S1a and 1a were collected using an Empyrean PANanalytical powder diffractometer 

with Cu Kα1 radiation.  The XRD for Figure 1i and Figure S4 were obtained Rigaku MiniFlex 

with Cu Kα1 radiation. The optical properties were measured using fiber optics-based Avantes 

Avaspec2048 Spectrometer. AFM topography was measured using Veeco MultiMode V. The 

morphological and cross-sectional SEM images were obtained by Hitachi S‐4800 and Zeiss EVO 

HD15 electron microscopes at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Before running the stability 

measurements, the solar cells were encapsulated laminating a foil provided by Tesa GmbH. The 

device stability measurement was carried out via a system by Candlelight, recording J–V 

parameters every 15 minutes under white LED source with irradiance equivalent to 1 Sun. The 

system was water-cooled to keep the devices at 300 K throughout the measurement. 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured by pumping the sample with a 200 fs pulsed 

Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900D) at a repetition rate of 76 MHz doubled to 405 nm with a 
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BBO crystal. The backscattered PL signal was dispersed by a double 0.3-m focal length grating 

spectrograph/spectrometer (1200 g/mm) and detected by a CCD camera. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 The effect of Br- and Cl- and their combination  

The initial PbI2 layer can be deposited either by solution or evaporation during the two-step 

sequential method. Evaporation enables effective control over the thickness, crystallinity, and 

morphology of a highly pure PbI2 layer without residual solvents. The quality of the final 

perovskite layer depends predominantly on the properties of the initial PbI2 film14 . After 

introducing the organic MA-halide solution, the reaction initially takes place at PbI2 crystal 

defects and follows the Ostwald’s step rule to reduce Gibbs free energy engendering perovskite34 

. The reaction between PbI2 and MA-halide components starts by forming a capping layer of 

perovskite on top followed by a dissolution-recrystallization process and a series of PbI2 grain 

migration within the film to form perovskite35 . The crystallization of the capping layer at the 

surface is rapid and can impede the effective interdiffusion of the organic precursors into the 

integral bulk of the PbI2 layer. A thickness of 250 nm was chosen as the standard for the 

sublimed bottom layer of PbI2 throughout this study. The perovskite layer was subsequently 

formed by spin-casting an IPA solution of MAI (35 mg/ml). The perovskite layer was rough with 

grains in the form of humps with heterogeneous sizes (shown by SEM image in Figure 1a) which 

might be due to relatively high strain between the crystallites36 . The conversion of the PbI2 layer 

into perovskite after applying the MAI solution is incomplete leaving behind an unreacted 50 nm 

thick PbI2 layer between the perovskite layer and the bottom substrate as evidenced by the SEM 

image in Figure 1b. The unreacted PbI2 in the final perovskite resulted in an intense PbI2 (100) 
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diffraction at 12.7 ̊ according to Figure 1i. To resolve this incomplete conversion and improve 

the mass transfer of the organic compounds during the sequential method, many routes have 

been proposed. These range from adding ammonium acid iodide (AAI) derivatives to PbI2 

precursor37 , treating PbI2 with chlorobenzene38 , introducing cyclohexane to MA-iodide solution 

to lower the solution polarity39 , and incorporating Cl- during a multi-cycle dropping technique40 

. Among all, during the sequential approach, the inclusion of small halide ions such as Cl- and 

Br- has been shown to improve the mass transfer of MA compounds into the solution deposited 

PbI2 layer33,41 . However, whether this observation is also valid for vapor deposited PbI2 films 

and how the evaporation rate of the PbI2 affects the perovskite film quality, was not investigated. 

This is important as vapor phase deposition allows for thickness control, precise positioning (via 

shadow masks) and leads to uniform and smooth films. However, such PbI2 films, are denser 

than solution processed PbI2 films, and therefore, are more difficult to convert to the perovskite 

phase. This is especially difficult when they are deposited on top of organic semiconductor films. 

Therefore, we introduce MACl, MABr, and a mixture of both to facilitate the diffusion of the 

organic solutes through the densely packed PbI2 grains to effectively convert them into the 

perovskite layer. To identify the final perovskite film, we use a nomenclature that considers the 

halides present in the MA-halide solution. When the solution is composed of MAI only, the 

resultant perovskite is denoted as MAPI. If MACl (5 mg/ml) or MABr (10 mg/ml) is added, the 

perovskite is named MAPI-Cl or MAPI-Br, accordingly. When both MACl (5 mg) and MABr 

(10 mg) are added, the perovskite is denoted as MAPI-BrCl. The corresponding molar values of 

the MA-halides are given in Table S1. 

When MACl was added to the MA-halide solution, a more complete conversion of the PbI2 

film was obtained as can be observed from the less intense PbI2 (100) X-ray diffraction in Figure 
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1i. Besides, as shown in Figure 1d, the thickness of the unreacted PbI2 layer was reduced to ≈20 

nm (i.e. much thinner compared with MAPI). The grains are more homogenous having a more 

preferential orientation with respect to MAPI, as shown in Figure 1c-d. This is plausibly due to 

the inclusion of MACl, which can enhance the perovskite crystallization41 . Moreover, Cl- has a 

higher diffusivity than I− 42, So it improved the impregnation of MA-halide components into the 

compact PbI2 layer in the case of MAPI-Cl. The absorbance is strong with its edge blue-shifted 

from λ=780 nm to λ=750 nm as shown in Figure 1j. 

If MABr (instead of MACl) was added into the MA-halide solution, the transformation of the 

PbI2 layer into perovskite was enhanced, which is revealed by the suppressed PbI2 (100) 

diffraction in MAPI-Br diffractogram (Figure 1i). This is further proven by the cross-sectional 

SEM image in Figure 1f where no residual interfacial PbI2 layer is traceable. According to the 

surface SEM image in Figure 1e, the crystallites are relatively small but uniform in the case of 

MAPI-Br. The enhanced conversion of the PbI2 layer into perovskite as compared to MAPI and 

MAPI-Cl is likely due to the more diffusive nature of Br- than I- 42 and stronger complexation of 

Pb2+ with Br- than I− 43. Besides, the disparity between the ionic sizes of Br- and I- is much 

smaller than that of Cl-/I- making the intercalation of Br- in the perovskite structure more viable 

than Cl- 44. The absorption edge in the case of MAPI-Br was at λ=750 nm similar to MAPI-Cl, as 

demonstrated in Figure 1j. 

When both MABr and MACl were added to the MA-halide solution, the highest conversion of 

the PbI2 layer into perovskite was achieved indicated by the smallest PbI2 (100) diffraction 

intensity in MAPI-BrCl (Figure 1i). The grains appeared large, uniform, compact and 

perpendicularly oriented in MAPI-BrCl as shown in Figure 1g-h. Also, the elimination of the 

unreacted PbI2 layer at the bottom of the perovskite layer shows that the concurrent inclusion of 
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Br- and Cl- in the MA-halide solution significantly improved the crystallization of perovskite. 

The absorbance of MAPI-BrCl surpassed the other types of perovskite that were formed with 

only one or two halides (Figure 1j). 

Figure 1. SEM surface and cross-sectional images for a, b) MAPI, the green lines denote the 

borders of an unreacted PbI2 layer, c, d) MAPI-Cl, e, f) MAPI-Br, and g, h) MAPI-BrCl, i) XRD 
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patterns, j) Absorbance spectra for the perovskite layers with single, double and triple halides in 

the MA-halide solution. 

 

The effect of halide mixing on the performance of the devices was studied in perovskite solar 

cells fabricated in the p-i-n configuration shown in Figure 2a. In this structure, the perovskite 

layer is sandwiched between N4,N4,N4′,N4′-tetra([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)-[1,1′:4′,1′-terphenyl]-

4,4′-diamine (TaTm)/ molybdenum oxide (MoOx) as hole transport layer (HTL) and C60/ 

bathocuproine (BCP)  as electron transport layer (ETL). All the transport layers were vacuum 

deposited as detailed in the Experimental Section. The corresponding EQE spectra, J–V curves, 

and the extracted performance parameters are presented in Figure 2c-d and Table 1. The device 

from MAPI suffered from a low FF (53.8%) and minimal charge collection in the short 

wavelength region of the spectrum (JSC of 17.5 mA/cm2). These results suggest that the thickness 

of the unreacted PbI2 layer at the light incident interface is excessive and acts as a charge 

collection barrier. In the case of MAPI-Cl, the charge collection was significantly enhanced 

throughout the whole visible spectrum in contrast with MAPI, which is attributed to the 

enhanced crystallization of perovskite due to MACl. Also, there is a remarkable improvement in 

JSC (21.3 mA/cm2), VOC (1146.3 mV), FF (77.3%) and PCE (18.9%) according to J–V curves in 

Figure 2d. These results show the beneficial role of MACl inclusion in the effective reaction 

between PbI2 and MA-halide solutes. The addition of MABr to MAI solution (referred to as 

MAPI-Br) also exhibited enhanced EQE and J–V characteristics in contrast with MAPI. 

According to Figure 2c, the EQE exceeded 85% demonstrating a superior JSC of 22.1 mA/cm2. 

Nevertheless, the VOC in the case of MAPI-Br is lower than all the other samples. To explain 

this, we performed photoluminescence measurements of the prepared perovskite layers with 
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spectra given in Figure S9. The luminescence curve of MAPI-Br is composed of two peaks at 

λ=745 nm and λ=781 nm indicating phase segregation. The secondary peak at λ=781 nm is 

suppressed effectively when both MABr and MACl were added to the MA-halide solution 

according to Figure S9d. MACl has been reported also by another group to suppress phase 

segregation in triple-cation perovskites while the current study was under review45.This can be 

one of the main reasons that the highest FF (79.6%) and PCE (19.1%) were achieved in the case 

of MAPI-BrCl in Figure 2c-d. The cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 2b) of MAPI-BrCl solar 

cell, shows very large grains, spanning the complete distance from hole to electron extracting 

layer. Nevertheless, the highest VOC (1146.3 mV) was achieved with MAPI-Cl. This is ascribed 

to the wider phase PbI2 regions on the surface of MAPI-Cl and a thin unreacted PbI2 layer 

between the perovskite and the substrate46  which is at the expense of JSC loss as compared to 

MAPI-BrCl. The same holds for the relatively high VOC (1107.1 mV) with thicker PbI2 in the 

case of MAPI which, in this case, leads to a dramatic loss in JSC (17.5 mA/cm2) and FF (53.8%). 

The highest perovskite quality and efficiency in the case of MAPI-BrCl demonstrate that the 

simultaneous utilization of MACl and MABr as recrystallizing agents promotes the hybrid 

vapor-solution sequential method to fabricate perpendicularly oriented grains of perovskite with 

the best performance. 
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Figure 2. a) Device structure used for perovskite solar cells and b) a cross-sectional SEM image 

of a full device using MAPI-BrCl as the absorber layer, c) External quantum efficiency, and d) 

J–V curves for the perovskite solar cells with single, double and triple halides in the MA-halide 

solution. 

 

Table 1. The extracted performance parameters from J–V curves of the perovskite solar cells 

with single, double and triple halides in the MA-halide solution which correspond to figure 2d. 

Sample  VOC (mV) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%) 

MAPI 1107.1 17.5 53.8 10.4 
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MAPI-Cl 1146.3 21.3 77.3 18.9 

MAPI-Br 1074.0 19.3 68.7 14.2 

MAPI-BrCl 1081.9 22.1 79.6 19.1 

 

 

3.2  PbI2 layer and optimal MABr:MAI ratio in MAPI-BrCl 

In the first section of this manuscript, we have described the effect of the conversion solution, 

in particular, the effect that different halide salts have on film formation. In that section, we used 

one fixed PbI2 deposition rate. Here, we evaluate how the deposition rate of lead halide can 

affect the crystallization and the optoelectronic performance of the final perovskite film. We 

observed that the sublimation rate of PbI2 is correlated with the reproducibility of the final 

MAPI-BrCl solar cell. Therefore, we carried out a systematic study on the PbI2 sublimation rate 

changing it between 2.0, 2.5 and 3.5 Å/s. The crystallinity and morphology of the PbI2 layer and 

the consequent perovskite film were studied by X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD), Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). As shown in Figure S1a, the 

vacuum deposited PbI2 film (thickness = 250 nm) demonstrates 3 diffraction peaks at 2θ = 12.7°, 

25.5° and 38.6° belonging to the (100), (011), and (110) PbI2 crystal planes, respectively. The 

PbI2 layers deposited at different rates share similar XRD patterns. The dominant (100) planar 

orientation is indicative of the preferential growth of PbI2 grains perpendicular to the c-axis47 . 

This is further shown by SEM images in Figure S1b-d, where the PbI2 layer is in the form of 

smooth platelets packed along the horizontal plane irrespective of the deposition rate. However, 

according to AFM measurements in Figure S2a-d, the surface roughness of PbI2 film increases 

slightly from Root Mean Square (RMS) values of 2.7 to 4.0 nm as the deposition rate is changed 

from 2.0 to 3.5 Å/s, respectively. 
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The perovskite layer was subsequently formed by spin-casting MA-halide solution containing 

MAI, MABr, and MACl to form MAPI-BrCl. According to Figure 3a, when PbI2 is deposited at 

2.0 Å/s, there exists a PbI2 diffraction peak at 2θ = 12.7 ̊ in the diffractogram of the perovskite 

implying that the final perovskite layer is PbI2 rich. However, the same peak is suppressed when 

the initial PbI2 is sublimed at 2.5 Å/s, and it is completely eliminated when the deposition rate of 

PbI2 is further increased to 3.5 Å/s, as shown in Figure 3a. This is attributed to the increased 

roughness of PbI2 deposited at high rates (Figure S2d) and hence there are more defects at which 

the reaction between MA-halide and PbI2 platelets can be initiated. In addition, as the deposition 

rate increases, the resultant film is likely to be more porous allowing for better impregnation of 

the MA-halides into the PbI2 film. The surface and cross-sectional view of the perovskite layers 

depending on the initial deposition rate of Pbl2 are shown in SEM images in Figure 3b-g. The 

thickness of the final perovskite layer is 350 nm in all the samples. They present directional 

grains or boundaries which can hinder the charge carrier collection in the vertical orientation, a 

benchmark of MACl incorporation during perovskite fabrication48 . However, the surface 

morphology changes depending on the deposition rate of the initial PbI2 layer. When the PbI2 

rate is 2.0 Å/s, bright platelets remain at the surface of the final perovskite (Figure 3b and 3c) 

which we speculate to be due to residual unreacted PbI2, since heavy-atom regions appear with 

brighter contrast in the SEM images49 . This is in line with the XRD analysis in Figure 3a, which 

shows a more intense PbI2 peak when the deposition rate is 2.0 Å/s. The white flakes are in the 

form of scattered platelets throughout the surface. The perovskite layers formed out of PbI2 

deposited at higher rates of 2.5 and 3.5 Å/s are compact with micro-scale grains as demonstrated 

in Figures 3d-g. Bright regions are also detectable with higher rates of 2.5 and 3.5 Å/s shown 

with circles on the SEM images. Nevertheless, the number of PbI2 platelets reduces with the 
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deposition rate. Collectively, these results indicate more intercalation of PbI2 with organic 

components as the deposition rate of PbI2 increases. 

 

Figure 3. a) XRD pattern of MAPI-BrCl layers obtained from PbI2 layers that were deposited at 

different rates. SEM surface and cross-sectional images of perovskites after conversion of PbI2 

layers at rates of (b, c) 2.0 Å/s, (d, e) 2.5 Å/s, (f, g) 3.5 Å/s. 
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The current density–voltage (J–V) curves and the statistics of the extracted key performance 

indicators are summarized in Figure 4, Figure S3, and Table 2. The highest average and record 

open-circuit voltages are 1102.7 mV and 1117.0 mV, respectively and were achieved for the 

lowest PbI2 deposition rate of 2.0 Å/s. This is correlated with the excess unreacted PbI2 at the 

interfaces of perovskite, which has been shown to passivate nonradiative recombination 

centers46,50,51 . On one hand, as the deposition rate of PbI2 increased from 2.0 to 3.5 Å/s, the 

average VOC dropped monotonically from 1102.7 to 1020.8 mV as shown in Figure S3a. On the 

other hand, the average short circuit current (JSC) increased from 20.3 to 21.7 mA/cm2 as the 

deposition rate of PbI2 increased from 2.0 to 2.5 Å/s and dropped slightly (0.2 mA/cm2) when the 

deposition rate was 3.5 Å/s as shown in Figure S3b. The increase in JSC is likely because of a 

more complete conversion of the PbI2 into perovskite as evidenced by the XRD analysis in 

Figure 3a. Above all, the highest average fill factor (FF = 77.4%) was measured when the 

deposition rate was 2.5 Å/s for PbI2. As a result, the highest average efficiency of 18.1% and 

lowest parameter scattering were achieved when the sublimation rate of PbI2 was 2.5 Å/s. At this 

rate, a high reproducibility was obtained as indicated in by the data depicted in Figure S3. When 

the deposition rate was 3.5 Å/s, there seemed to be a higher leakage current according to the dark 

J–V curves presented in Figure 4b. This is rationalized by the formation of PbI2 deficient 

perovskite as seen in Figure 3f-g. Excess PbI2 as in the case of lower PbI2 rates, can passivate the 

perovskite film and facilitate charge transportation46,49,50 . Also, excess PbI2 has been 

demonstrated to block the shunt paths. Thus, due to complete consumption of PbI2 deposited at 

3.5 Å/s, there are more shunt paths in the subsequent solar cell causing poor FF in the J–V 

curve52. As a result, considering the highest efficiencies and reproducibility, the deposition rate 

of PbI2 was kept constant at 2.5 Å/s in the following sections. 
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Figure 4. a) J–V curves for the best devices of MAPI-BrCl made from PbI2 deposited at 

different evaporation rates. b) Dark J–V parameters for the best devices shown in a). 

Table 2. Key performance parameters extracted from the J–V curves for the devices made using 

PbI2 layers deposited at different evaporation rates. 

PbI2 deposition 
rate (Å/s) VOC (mV) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%) 

2.0 1117.0 20.2 76.7 17.3 

2.5 1078.0 22.2 78.0 18.7 

3.5 1042.3 22.0 73.2 16.8 

 

In addition to the PbI2 evaporation rate, the MA-halide solution was further optimized 

addressing the minimum fluctuation in the performance parameters of the solar cells. When a 

higher concentration of MABr (20 mg/ml instead of 10 mg/ml) was used in the MA-halide 

solution, the resultant perovskite layer became a poor absorber as can be seen in Figure S4a, b. 

The spectral photo-response of the device diminished drastically followed by a serious drop in 

the power conversion efficiency from 19.3% to 4.5% as shown in Figure S4b, c and Table S2. A 
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similar effect was observed when the concentration of MACl was increased from 5 mg/ml to 10 

mg/ml in combination with MABr (10 mg/ml). The solar cells, incorporating the perovskite film 

prepared with the increased MACl concentration had a lower external quantum efficiency which 

translated into a lowering of the JSC (by 2.5 mA/cm2) and also a 3.1% lower power conversion 

efficiency as compared to the reference cell. The results have been summarized in Figure S4 and 

Table S2. This is also in line with a previous study related to the MACl concentration47. These 

results demonstrate that the improvements in the conversion of perovskite layer and subsequent 

device performance are not the result of a higher MA+ concentration, but rather a result of the 

mixed halides used. To verify if further improvements in device performance are feasible, we 

investigated the MABr/MAI molar ratio with small step sizes. The MABr/MAI molar ratio was 

varied from 0.36 to 0.41, 0.46, 0.51, 0.56, 0.61 and 0.71. Increasing the ratio from 0.36 to 0.71 

shifted the absorbance edge from 755 (1.64 eV) to 730 nm (1.7 eV) as shown in Figure 5a. 

According to Figure S5, the amplitude of the blue shift in the bandgap was not linear and varied 

with the molar ratio of MABr/MAI. The average associated VOC increased from 1083.9 mV to a 

maximum value of 1136.7 mV as the MABr/MAI molar ratio increased from 0.36 to 0.56 

(Figure 6), in agreement with the trend for the expected values based on Shockley-Queisser (SQ) 

limit at the associated bandgap of every MABr/MAI ratio (Figure S6). However, the magnitude 

of the difference between the SQ and average values (VOC
SQ - VOC

AVE) shown in Figure S7, 

increased more as the MABr/MAI ratio increased from 0.41 to 0.51. When the ratio was further 

increased to 0.71, not only the average VOC dropped from 1136.7 to 1114.9 mV but also, VOC
SQ - 

VOC
AVE increased. Since the minimum value of VOC

SQ - VOC
AVE obtained corresponds to devices 

employing perovskites prepared from a conversion solution with a MABr/MAI ratio of 0.41, the 

non-radiative recombinations are most reduced at this ratio. On the other hand, the trends in the 
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average JSC, FF, and PCE also follow the predicted SQ trends based on the bandgap for the 

perovskites prepared with the different MABr/MAI ratio in the conversion solution (Figure S6). 

The highest average JSC (20.8 mA/cm2) and FF (80.7%) were measured when the ratio was 0.41 

and 0.61, respectively. The best performing solar cells are obtained with conversion solutions 

with the MABr/MAI ratio of 0.41. At these same preparation conditions also, the solar cells 

showed the least spreading in performance data (Figures 6 and S7). The best average efficiency 

(18.7%) and record efficiency (19.8%) were achieved when the ratio was equal to 0.41, as 

depicted in Figure 5b. 

 

Figure 5. a) Absorbance spectra of MAPI-BrCl for different MABr:MAI molar ratio in the MA-

halide solution. b) The J–V characteristic curve for the champion cell with an MABr/MAI molar 

ratio of 0.41. 
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Figure 6. Photovoltaic parameters of the MAPI-BrCl solar cells made with different MABr:MAI 

molar ratios between 0.36 to 0.71 in the MA solution. The amount of MACl was kept constant in 

all solutions. At least 6 solar cells were measured in each category. 

3.3 Stability Analysis 

To evaluate the stability of the MAPI-Br, MAPI-Cl, and MAPI-BrCl solar cells, they were 

encapsulated following a method described in the experimental section. The performance versus 

time of the encapsulated devices was measured tracking J–V characteristics of the devices every 

15 minutes under constant 1 Sun illumination while held at room temperature in the air. The 

results are shown in Figure S8. MAPI-Br and MAPI-BrCl respectively demonstrated maximum 

stability in all the J–V characteristic data with a 6% and 10% increase of their starting efficiency 
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over 90 hours of constant operation. Conversely, MAPI-Cl turned out to be unstable due to JSC 

and FF loss over time. So, despite the enhanced crystallization of perovskite and improved 

efficiencies of MAPI-Cl, the exclusion of Br- was at the expense of stability especially in the FF 

of the devices. In short, in view of the J–V data and stability analyses, the incorporation of both 

Br- and Cl- in the MA-halide solution was found to be optimal in achieving the best device 

performance as well as sustaining the device stability under working conditions which is in 

agreement with the previous studies33 .  

 

4. Conclusion 

Using a combination of vacuum and solution processing to prepare lead iodide based 

perovskites efficient and stable p-i-n type solar cells were obtained that did not show hysteresis. 

Uniform perovskite layers were obtained due to the use of vapor deposition for the inorganic 

PbI2 layer which determines the position and uniformity of the final perovskite. To prevent 

hysteresis as much as possible the PbI2 layer was grown on a thin amorphous organic hole 

transport layer. This leads to dense PbI2 layers that are not easily converted to perovskite. The 

addition of Br- and Cl- into the MA-halide conversion solution during the second step ensured an 

efficient permeation of MA-halide compounds into the dense PbI2 film. It also provided an 

effective control over the crystallization of the perovskite resulting in perpendicular grains 

spanning the complete distance from hole to electron extraction layers. Using this protocol p-i-n 

type solar cells were obtained with a high reproducibility reaching power conversion efficiencies 

as high as 19.8% and a stability in excess of 90 hours. 
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Table S1. The concentration of MA-halide solution in molar values. The molar ratio of 
MABr/MAI is 0.41 in the case of MAPI-Br and MAPI-BrCl. 

 MAI (moles) MABr(moles) MACl(moles) 

MAPI 0.22 x 10-3 0 0 

MAPI-Cl 0.22 x 10-3 0 0.09 x 10-3 

MAPI-Br 0.22 x 10-3 0.09 x 10-3 0 

MAPI-BrCl 0.22 x 10-3 0.09 x 10-3 0.07 x 10-3 
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Figure S1. a) XRD patterns for the PbI2 layer deposited at 2.0-3.5 Å/s. SEM surface images of 
250 nm PbI2 layer deposited at a) 2.0 Å/s, b) 2.5 Å/s, c) 3.5 Å/s. The insets show the cross-
sectional SEM images of the related sample.  
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Figure S2. AFM analysis for PbI2 layer deposited at (a) 2.0 Å/s, (b) 2.5 Å/s, (c) 3.5 Å/s. d) RMS 
roughness values of the PbI2 layer shown in a-c. 
 

 

Figure S3. (a-d) The statistics of the photovoltaic parameters of the perovskite solar cells made 
from PbI2 layers deposited at different evaporation rates.  
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Figure S4. (a), (b), and (c) respectively show the absorbance, EQE spectra, and J-V curves of 
MAPI-BrCl cells when increased concentrations of MABr (20 mg/ml) and MACl (10 mg/ml) are 

used versus the optimized concentrations of MABr = 10 mg/ml and MACl = 5 mg/ml. 

 

Table S2. The extracted performance parameters from J–V curves of the MAPI-BrCl solar cells 
when increased concentrations of MABr and MACl are used corresponding to Figure S4. 

MAI(mg) MABr(mg) MACl(mg) VOC (mV) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%) 

35 10 5 1102.3 21.6 81.1 19.3 

35 20 5 984.8 9.4 48.9 4.5 

35 10 10 1083.7 19.1 78.4 16.2 
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Figure S5. Evolution of the absorbance edge versus the MABr/MAI molar ratio 
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Figure S6. Shockley-Queisser limit and average values of VOC (a), JSC (b), FF (c) and PCE (d) 
for various MABr/MAI ratios. 
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Figure S7. The calculated difference between the average measured VOC (a), JSC (b), FF (c) and 
PCE (d) with the values defined by the Shockley- Queisser limit measured for the samples 
prepared from different MABr/MAI ratios.  
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Figure S8. Stability analysis for MAPI, MAPI-Cl, MAPI-Br, and MAPI-BrCl based on IV 
measurements taken every 15 minutes under continuous one sun irradiance. 
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Figure S9. (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively depict the photoluminescence spectra of MAPI, 
MAPI-Cl, MAPI-Br, and MAPI-BrCl. Gaussian fit has been used to as the fitting method. 
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